
Smith Meter® AccuLoad® IV

Easier to use; more powerful  
than ever

The dynasty of preset dominance in the industry continues  

with completely new hardware and software platforms to  

maintain the evolving development of functions and capabilities  

demanded by market requirements, today and in the future.

The AccuLoad IV is the latest version of TechnipFMC’s electronic  

preset control system. We’ve enhanced the features that have 

made AccuLoad the gold standard for accuracy, reliability and  

flexibility by adding the latest available technology and making  

it more powerful and responsive to your business needs.

Model ST

Model QT

Model N4

Introducing the AccuLoad® IV  
from the Measurement Experts

AccuLoad IV is the culmination of TechnipFMC’s 35 years  

of experience in the manufacturing of AccuLoad electronic  

preset control systems, and is also the longest-lived and  

most used electronic preset controller in the industry. 

TechnipFMC is the leading technology solutions provider  

for oil and gas measurement. We design, manufacture,  

market and service metering products and systems, and  

our expertise gives you the assurance that the AccuLoad IV 

will continue to provide you the most efficient interface for 

your business processes and applications.
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Available kit allows for seamless upgrade 
from AccuLoad III – direct replacement of 
electronic assemblies reusing existing wired  
connectors; AccuLoad III communication 
protocol.

An intuitive and easy-to-use touch screen 
interface; a technology that reduces train-
ing, errors and load times. It streamlines 
business processes, saving you money.

Enhanced diagnostics plus unparalleled 
factory service and support means reduced 
downtime.

More efficient communications and flexible 
TAS interface. TechnipFMC provides complete 
solutions from meters and presets to full  
terminal automation packages.

Web browser  
based access to  
monitor and/or  
control from  
anywhere on  
your network.

Powerful Linux  
OS on ARM  
platform; built  
for networking 
and positioned  
for future  
expansion.
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